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ON PLANE CURVES OF DEGREE n WITH A MULTIPLE POINT
OF ORDER 11-I AND A CONIC OF 2>i-POINT CONTACT

By HAROLD HILTON.

1. We have considered elsewhere the properties of a plane algebraic
curve of degree n (an n-ic) with tangents of n-point contact {Messenger of
Mathematics, 1920). The case of an ;i-ic with a conic or conies of 2?t-
point contact at once suggests itself. It will be found immediately that
an w-ic meeting y = x2 in 2?i-points coinciding with the origin (which is
not a double point) has an equation of the form (y—x2)un-2 = y11, where
un_2 = 0 is some {n—2)-ic. Then, by a change of axes, we have the re-
sult that an n-ic meeting the conic u2 = 0 2n times at the point of con-
tact of its tangent u^ = 0 has the equation

2. In this paper we confine ourselves to the case of an w-ic with a
multiple point B of order n—1 [an (n— l)-ple point] meeting a conic 2
2n times at C.

Let the polar of B with respect to 2 meet the tangent at C in A, and
meet BG in 0. Let BC meet 2 again at D.

There are two cases to consider. In §§ 3-8 we discuss the case in
which B is outside 2, and in § 9 the case in which B is inside 2.

3. Let B be outside 2.
We shall find the following notation useful later on.
Let U, V be points on BG conjugate with respect to 2, and such that

the cross-ratio UB. CD/UD. CB of the range (UBGD) is 2/fa+l), and
therefore the cross-ratio of (VBGD) is 2rc/(n+l). Let AO meet 2 in
E, F, and let A V meet the tangents BE, BF from JB to 2 in I, J. Let
W, X be the points on BG such that the cross-ratio of (WBCD) is
8rc/(2w+l)2, and the cross-ratio of (XBCD) is 4M/(2-»+1). Let (BO, XY)
be a harmonic range.

It is possible to project 2 into the circle x2-\-y'2 = y, A being the
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point (GO , 0), B being (0, oo), and G the origin ; while the axes of refer-
ence GA, CB are perpendicular.

Then E,F become (+£ , £); /,/become [ + J, (n— l)/2rc]; D becomes
(0, 1); 0 becomes (0, | ) ; F becomes [0, {n—l)/2w] ; C7 becomes
[ 0 , - £ ( « - l ) ] ; JFbecomes [0, - (2n- l ) 2 /8w) ; Xbecomes[0,(2?i-l)/4rc];
and Y becomes [0, (2w+l)/4?t].

By § 1 the n-ic becomes

and since B is an {n— l)-ple point, the coefficients of if, ys, ..., yn are
zero in this equation. From this fact the coefficients in «u_2 may be
calculated, and the equation of the n-ic is found to be

?/(l-n-2C1a;2+n-3C2a;4-...) = r2 ( l - ' t - 3 C 1 z 2 + 7 ' - 4 (V -••• ) • (i)

The equation may also be written

ib—1 convergents of the continued fraction being taken.
For an indirect but less laborious method of obtaining this result,

see § 12.
From (ii) we get, when 4x2 > 1,

x = | sec <j>, y = I sin {n—1)0 cosecw0 sec 0, (iii)

and, when 4x2 ^ 1,

x = + £ sech 0, y = % sinh (;i—1) <p cosech n<j> sech <p. (iv)

If 0 = 0, these points coincide with I or J.
Many geometrical properties of the n-ic follow from the fact that (ii) is

symmetrical about x = 0. Other properties are given below.
The tangents at B are all real, being given by 0 = sirjn,

.9 = 1,2, ..., (n-1)

in (iii) when ?i is odd, and by

s= 1, 2, ..., * (*-2)

when 7i is even, while in the latter case AB is also a tangent at B.
When n is odd, A U touches the ?i-ic at A.
Every line meets the curve in n or (n— 2) real points.
The curve (i) consists of a single circuit with n—1 branches when n

is even, and n branches when n is odd.
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The values of 0 giving the intersections of the curve with AC, AD,
A 0 are at once obtained; and the same is true for the intersections with
the conies (y = x2 and y = 2x2) through B having four-point contact
with 2 at C, and through B, E, F, C touching AC at C. For instance,
the intersections with AD are given by <j> = STr/(n-\-l), s = 1, 2, ..., n.

4. The condition that the tangent to the ?wc at the point of § 3 (iii)
passes through (0, c) is

(2w+2c — 1) sin 0 = sin Z?up cos 0+(2c—1) cos '2n<p sin 0. (i)

Eliminating 0 and n<p from this and § 3 (iii), we get

2 (n+2c — l)x2+2mf = (2n — l)y+c. (ii)

Hence the points of contact of the 2(?i—1) tangents to the n-ic from a
point on BC lie on a conic through E, F, I, J.

In particular, the tangents to the w-ic at its intersections with EF and
IJ (other than I, J) all pass through U. Similarly the tangents to the
n-ic at its intersections with XI, XJ (other than (/, J) all pass through W.

5. The 3 (7i—2) inflexions of § 3 (iii) are given by

4n2 cot n<p sin2 $ = n sin 20+sin 2«0. (i)

Of these n—2 are real. If n is odd, one of these real inflexions is
at A.

Eliminating 0 and n<f> from (i) and § 3 (iii), we get

-2y)-l\ (x2+if-y). (ii)

Hence all the inflexions of the n-ic lie on the 3-ic (ii) which touches
the n-ic at C, I, J. This 3-ic touches the conic 2 at C, D, and cuts it at
E, F. It touches AX at X and passes through the intersections of AY
with BI, BJ.

If \x-\-fxy-\-l = 0 is the tangent to the n-ic at the point of § 3 (iii)

0) . 4 sin <j> sinan<j> (2TI— l)sin 0—sin(2rc—1)0'

(iii)
Eliminating <p and n<p from (i) and (iii), we have

X a { ( 2 n - l ) V - 8 » } = 16ft(/x+l) |(w-l)/*-2}. (iv)

Hence all the inflexional tangents touch the curve (iv) of class 3 and
degree 6. It touches AC, AD, AU at C, D, XJ. It also touches the given
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iv-ic at I, J. It passes through E and F, the tangents at these points
being + 4wa;+2?/ + 2w— 1 = 0. It touches BI and BJ where
?/ = (8M+1)/16W. The line £<7 is a cuspidal tangent at the cusp W.

6. If the point of § 3 (iii) lies on y — (p—l)/2p, tan«0 = p tan 0.
Eliminating 0 and n<f> from this and § 5 (iii), we get

We conclude that, in general:—
The tangents to the u-ic at its intersections with a line through A all

touch a curve of class 3 and degree 4, having the line as bitangent. The
curve touches BI, BJ and touches A U at U.

The following special cases may be noted:—
If the line is AV (p = n) or AO (p — oo), the curve degenerates into

three points., as is evident from § 4.
If the line is AC {p = 1) or AD {p = — 1), the tangents touch a

conic.
If the line is AU {np = 1), the tangents touch a cuspidal cubic with

cusp at U.

7. We may show similarly that, in general, the tangents to the ?i-ic at
its intersections with a conic touching AB and AC at B and C (other
than the tangents at B and C) all touch a curve of class 4.

But if the conic goes through J and / , the tangents (other than the
tangents at B, C, I, J) all touch a conic touching AB and AC at B and C.

Another similar result is :—
The tangents to the ?i-ic at the points given by tan ??0 = c, c being

any given constant, all touch a curve of class 4. The curve degenerates
if c = 0 or oo .

Or, again :—
The tangents to the ?i-ic at its intersections with a line through 0 all

touch a curve of class 6.

8. If x', y', x, y are connected by the birational relations

x' = x, y' = l—x2/y,

then § 3 (iii) gives

x' = % sec tf,, y' = % sin {n—2)<j> cosec (M—1)0 sec 0.
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Hence [x't y') traces out the same curve as (x, y) but with n—1 in-
stead of n. This enables us to derive properties of the n-ic we are con-
sidering from properties of the corresponding (n—l)-ic.

For instance, we proved in § 4 that the tangents to the (n—l)-ic at
its intersections with y — J, y = (n—2)/(2n—2) all pass through
(0, 1— %n). We deduce that:—

If conies are drawn through B touching the n-ic at C, and at an in-
tersection of the n-ic with either of the conies which touch the n-ic at C
and pass through B, E, F or B, I, J, then they all osculate at C.

9. Now suppose B lies inside the conic 2.
As in §3 we may project S into a;2—if*1 = y, and we find that the

equation of the n-ic is that given in § 3 (i) or (ii) with all the minus signs
replaced by plus.

If n is odd, the curve is the locus of

x = £ cosech <p, y = £ sinh(n—1)0 sech n<p cosech (p.

If n is even, the curve is the locus of
x = £ cosech <p, y = % cosh [n—1)0 cosech n0 cosech <j>.

If n is odd, the curve consists of the isolated (n—l)-ple point B and a
single branch having three real collinear inflexions, one of which is A.
Every line (not through B) meets the branch in one or three real points.

If n is even, the curve consists of a single inflexionless branch touch-
ing AB at B. Every line meets the curve in two real points or none.

If a line through A meets the n-ic in real points P and Q, and meets
BG in H, (PQ, AH) is a harmonic range.

If we project 2 into a circle and B into its centre, the equation of the
n-ic becomes in polar coordinates

(—l)w tan2w IB = (a—

The n-ic has 2?i-point contact with the circle r = a.

10. As in § 1, we may show that an n-ic touching the conic u2 = 0
n times at each intersection with the line ux = 0 has an equation of the
form u2un-2 = u*.

Suppose the n-ic has an (n—l)-ple point B, and has n-point contact
with the conic 2 at two points H, K. Let the polar of B with respect to
2 meet HK at A, and let (AC, HK) be a harmonic range. Then pro-

SEB. 2. VOL. 20. NO. 1383. H
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jecting AB to infinity and taking B on the axis of y, the equation of 2
can be put in the form

(x*-y)±(y*-k)=0. (i)

Taking the upper sign, the equation of the n-ic becomes

(x*+y2—y — k) wn_8 = yn.

Choosing the coefficients of un-2 so that no terms involving!?/2, yB, ..., yn

occur in this equation, we find for the equation of the curve

yfn-i = Cea—fc)/»_2, (ii)

where (supposing qC0 = 1 for all values of q)

This is the standard curve into which may be projected any ?i-ic with
an (n—l)-ple point B having ?i-point contact with a conic 2 (not enclosing
B) at two points (see also § 12).

Taking k = 0, we have the curve of ^ 3-8.
The equation (ii) may also be written

/r-2— I- >r2—k r2 — It
JU IV JU IV Jb IV

y~ i - T ~ - l - . . . '

7i—l convergents of the continued fraction being taken.
Any point on the curve is

x = (k-\-% sec1' 0)-. y = \ sin(;i—1)0 cosec n<p sec

i f r- *-•

(v)

sech- 0)4, y = -̂ sinh{n— 1)0 cosech n<f> sech 0,

if & + i > a;2 > ^ ;

» = (A:—J cosech2 0)*, y = — ̂ cosh(?i—1)0cosechn0cosech0 forweven,

y = — 2 sinh(?? —1)0 sech n<}> cosech 0 for n odd,

if k > x-.

An alternative is to put

x = ^ (l-|"4/fc)a cos 0, &c.

Results similar to those of §§ 3 to 7, but less simple, may be obtained
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for the curve (ii). For instance, the conic of § 4 (ii) is replaced by the
quartie

+nx2{2y—l)i = 0.

If k = — J, the w-ic is of the type discussed elsewhere {Messenger of
Mathematics, 1920), having an (n—l)-ple point and two tangents of
H-point contact.

The transformation of § 8 is to be replaced by

x' = x, y' = l—(x2—k)ly.

11. If B is inside the conic 2, we take the lower sign in § 10 (i), and
prove similarly that the equation of the w-ic is

x2+k x2+k x2+k ,..
* = — + — + — + ...• W

to n—1 convergents. This is the same as

yfn-i ~ (x2+k)fn-2,

the minus signs in § 10 (iv), being replaced by plus.
If we project 2 into the circle r = a and B into its centre, the equa-

tion of the curve in polar coordinates becomes

a—r /cosfl—(l+4fe)*\n

a+r ~ \cos0+(l+4&)V '

Since B lies outside 2, 1 + 4& > 0.
More generally, the n-ic with an (n—l)-pie point at the pole meeting

r = a at its intersections with r cos(0—a*) = kia ( i = 1, 2, ..., n) is

cos (6 — a») —a—r _ JJ /cos (9 — at) — feA
a + r ~ \cos(0—Oi)+fei/'

12. Another method of obtaining the equations of § 8 (i) and (ii),
§ 10 (ii) and (v), § 11 (i), is the following.

First, we notice that the number of conditions which the curves dis-
cussed have to satisfy is just enough to determine them uniquely, so we
need only verify that the curves given by these equations have the pro-
perties stated.

This follows from the result that, if / and <j> are polynomials in x,
H 2
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M = /?* - i meets the curve y(<f>+y) =f only where y = 0 ; fqn-i/qn

being the w-th convergent of the continued fraction

L L L

so that qn = 0"+w-lC10n-2/+n-2C20n-4/2+'l-3C30"-73+....

In fact, since qn = <j>qn-i+fqn->>,

from which the result follows at once by induction.
Taking 0 = 1 a n d / = : r + f t , we get the result of §11 (i), and

similarly in the other cases.
The reader will find the ease 0 = 1, / = x of interest.


